
The new Seltos



Reborn with a bold, dynamic design.
Get behind the wheel of the new Kia Seltos 
and experience a new breed of SUV.

Technology. For humans.
The new Kia Seltos 





A prominent grille and lighting arrangement, complemented by a 
futuristic wheel design, give the new Seltos a powerful presence on the 
road, front and back.



An intuitive, high-tech interior space.
Horizontal design elements emphasize width and spaciousness. 
Displays and controls are optimally placed for high visibility and easy reach. 
A digital key, Wi-Fi, wireless charging, and mobile-paired audio keep the 
user seamlessly connected with modern life yet prepared for the future. 



Ventilated and heated front seats 
Enjoy a more comfortable ride no matter what 
the weather is like outside. Control the front-seat 
ventilation fans and heat levels from the climate panel.

Integrated Memory System (IMS) 
Driver seat settings can be stored to conveniently 
adjust seat positions when switching drivers.

Width and depth are the focus of the new Seltos interior, with ample 
headroom and legroom for everyone. Seats are firm and supportive, with 
separate heat-level controls for rear passengers.



Panoramic curved display
A gently curved instrument display sets a 4-inch platform cluster at the center, while to the side, a tasteful 8-inch 
audio display keeps entertainment data well organized and in clear view.

Wireless charging tray 
The charging pad in the dash, in front of the center 
console, lets you quickly charge compatible mobile 
phones, wirelessly.

Ambient light 
Mood lighting on the door speakers and crash pad 
garnish changes in brightness in synchrony with the 
audio system sound.

8-inch HUD 
The head-up display projects an image equivalent to 
an 8-inch screen onto the windshield. Your eyes stay on 
the road as you monitor speed, remaining distance to 
empty, cruise control, and DRIVE WiSE technology data.

Full auto temperature control (FATC)
FATC lets you set a desired temperature for a comfortable ride in any weather condition.

This is a human approach to technology. The cluster makes 
important data easy to understand. Controls are laid out for 
maximum efficiency. The driver is comfortably in command.

Simple connectedness.



Demonstrating how technology is there help people, the new Seltos gives 
the driver and passengers the tools they need to stay relaxed and carry 
cargo with ease.

Power tailgate
The power tailgate can open and close automatically. The electro-mechanical system works with a wireless remote 
key fob or by hand, using the outside handle or a touch-button switch just inside the tailgate.

Sunroof 
Open the sunroof to give everyone a view of the sky and the refreshment that only fresh breezes can 
deliver. The sturdy single panel tilts and slides out of the way with one simple touch.

Rear Occupant Alert (ROA)
To make sure no one is left alone, ROA warns you of any rear 
occupants when you stop and prepare to exit.

Electronic Parking Brake (EPB)
Press the EPB button on the console when parking. EPB disengages 
when you press the accelerator while in Drive or Reverse.



Responsive. Smooth. Efficient. 
A precise combination of qualities is essential to smooth performance. 
The new Seltos gives you a precise balance of power and braking. 
It’s responsive and quick, and the ride is quiet. So you can drive with 
confidence and peace of mind, no matter what surface you’re on.

Smartstream G2.0 
Max. power 149 ps
Max. torque 18.3 kg·m



Sharing the road safely means driving in sync with other drivers, and 
staying in control of your speed. The new Seltos gives you real advantages. 
Kia’s DRIVE WiSE applies the latest Advanced Driver Assistance System 
(ADAS) technologies to help keep you aware and in control.

Driving technology that protects. 

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist (BCA)
When operating the turn signal switch to change lanes, BCA provides a warning if there is a risk of collision with a rear-side 
vehicle. If there is a risk of collision with a rear side vehicle when exiting a parallel parking spot, it automatically assists with 
emergency braking.

Cruise Control (CC)
Maintain a preset speed without having to step on the accelerator pedal to 
help reduce driver fatigue.

Manual Speed Limit Assist (MSLA)
If you drive over the preset speed limit, the warning function operates until the vehicle 
speed returns to within the speed limit.



ADAS technology is always looking out for you. 

It can help you get into and out of tight spaces with confidence. 
You can see behind you, not only when parking, but also as you drive. 
ADAS will even warn you if you are about to back out into cross traffic. 

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist (RCCA)
If there is a risk of collision with an oncoming vehicle on the left or right side while reversing, RCCA provides a warning. 
After the warning, if the risk of collision increases, it automatically assists with emergency braking.

Rear View Monitor (RVM)
The Rear View Monitor displays video of the situation behind the vehicle 
for safe parking.

Forward/Reverse Parking Collision-Avoidance Assist (PDW)
To help you park safely and confidently, PDW uses ultrasonic sensors mounted on the front 
and rear bumpers to warn of any obstacles, helping you to position the wheels properly 
when maneuvering into tight spaces.



Metal Silver
(Injection + Laser embossing)

Crash Pad Garnish

Black High-Gloss
(Pad print)

Black
(Faux stitching)

Midnight Green
(Faux stitching)

Black

Gentle Brown

Navy

Midnight Green

Artificial leather Artificial leather 

Cloth Artificial leather + ClothArtificial leatherArtificial leather + Cloth

Full LED headlamps Projection headlamps with LED DRLs LED foglamps

LED rear lamps Bulb rear lamps LED outside mirror

Supervision cluster (4.2-inch color TFT LCD) 8-inch display audio Heated steering wheel

Manual temperature control Rear seat USB charger D-cut steering wheel

From bold exterior lighting to helpful interior appointments, 
there are many ways to make the new Seltos your very own.

Choose your style.

Gentle Brown
(Faux stitching)



Exterior Body Colors

Two-tone Colors

Dimensions (mm)

Head room (1st/2nd row)

Leg room (1st/2nd row)

Shoulder room (1st/2nd row)

Hip room (1st/2nd row)

Minimum ground clearance

Fuel tank (liters)

1,017 / 975

1,051 / 965

1,409 / 1,395

1,347 / 1,240

190

50

Snow White Pearl (SWP) Gravity Gray (KDG)Steel Gray (KLG)

Fusion Black (FSB) Mars Orange (M3R)Neptune Blue (B3A)

Dark Ocean Blue (BU3) Pluton Blue (PLU)Valais Green (B4E)

Pluton Blue + Fusion Black (F1A) Clear White + Fusion Black (F1D)Pluton Blue + Clear White (F1B)

Dark Ocean Blue + Fusion Black (F1E) Dark Ocean Blue + Clear White (GA4)

EX

17” Alloy wheel 18” Alloy wheel

※ Based on 18-inch wheels

Wheels

Choose your exterior.



※ All information, illustrations and specifications are accurate at the time of
printing and are subject to change without notice. The models and
specifications shown in this brochure may vary from those available
in your market. Contact your local Kia dealer for current information
and full warranty details including terms and conditions.

2211-JNS-GE-LHD

Movement that inspires

At Kia, we believe movement inspires ideas. Great ideas come to you when
you’re on the move. Whether you’re walking, traveling on a train or driving.
It’s why we create the spaces and the time you need to bring ideas to life.


